
Cryptocurrency and Capital Gains Tax
Cryptocurrency investment joins property and

share trading as key CGT areas on which the ATO

is now focused. 

The concern is many taxpayers think

cryptocurrency gains are tax-free or only taxable

when converted to Australian dollars.

Unfortunately the ATO is all over this and buying,

gifting or trading between cryptocurrencies

create taxable gains or losses which need to be

reported.

Work-related expenses in a

COVID-19 world
Work-related expenses are an ongoing focus

of the tax regulator, especially given the

changes in work patterns COVID-19 caused

during 2020. But beware, given many people

having been working from home, the ATO

expects travelling expenses and work

uniforms to be a lot less if tax payers are

claiming work related home expenses.

ATO - BIG BROTHER IS
REALLY WATCHING

Don’t make these mistakes on your Tax Return in 2021

Pre-filled forms help the process
Pre-filled returns containing bank and other information

such as health insurance will be ready by the end of July.

This is great in prompting tax payers and their agents to

remember to declare income from all sources. So, wait

until the end of July to lodge your tax return! 



Working from home: the shortcut

method back in for 2021
The ATO has introduced a shortcut method for

calculating working from home expenses which

came into effect last year.

Taxpayers simply need to keep a record (through

diary entries, timesheets, or roster) of the number

of hours per week worked from home. 

The method’s all-inclusive, so it covers all your

running costs, cleaning, cooling, heating, lighting

and internet and telephone costs and

depreciation of home office equipment like your

iPad and laptop. Too easy – so talk to us about

claiming these expenses correctly.

Airbnb gains still taxable
Even though you probably haven’t had the

opportunity to rent out your Airbnb property

as much as you’d like, the ATO is still

expecting you to report the little you did

make.

Expenses for investment properties include

borrowing expenses and capital expenditure

on renovation and general upkeep. However,

Interest claims during periods when the

property isn’t rented can’t be included, nor

should redrawing on loans for personal

expenditure.

ATO follows the money
Remember the ATO receives data from a

range of organisations, banks, state revenue

offices, land title offices, motor vehicle and

share registries, accommodation sharing

platforms and cryptocurrency platforms. 

It uses this data to pre-fill returns and

prompt people about their income and

assets at lodgement. 

https://www.ato.gov.au/general/covid-19/support-for-individuals-and-employees/employees-working-from-home/#:~:text=Home%20office%20expenses.-,Shortcut%20method,your%202019%E2%80%9320%20tax%20return
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